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AN ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SPEECH AND READING ABILITIES 
OF FOUR HUNDRED AND TWENTY=FIVE FIRST GRADE CHILDREN 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the ~oblem~ Teaching t echniques in t he f ields of 
speech and reading emphasize auditory discriminat ion and ear t raini ngo 
Both fields test auditory discrimination i n diagnosing speech or 
reading difficulties. However, the nat ure of t he relationship between 
the speech and reading functions has not been est abli shed clearly b,y 
researeho Published research indicates that coincidence of speech 
and reading disabilities in the same child occurs in only 20- 25 percent 
of speech or reading disability caseso However 9 no attempt has been 
made to study the relationship of auditory functions to speech and 
reading abilities from a developmental rather than a remedial point of 
view. Therefore, it was felt that a stuqy should be made at the earliest 
level of education so that these attribut es could be evaluated before 
attempts at remediation had colored the rel ati onshi ps among the several 
functions. 
Justification: The relationshi p of accept abl e speech t o acceptable 
reading and defective speech to reading disability has not been resolvedo 
1/ 
In a summary article Artley- concludes, "There appears to be a 
relationship between speech difficulties and deficiencies in reading 
abilit.y, though there is absence of agreement as to the extent of this 
relationship. o 0 0 • .Counterbalancing factors tend to reduce or in-
crease the potency of any particular factor that is being appraised for 
1/ A. s. Artley, "A Stuey of Certain Fact or s Presumed to be Associated 
With Reading and Speech Difficulties," The Journal of Speech and 
Hearing Disorders, December, 1948, VoL. 13, pp b 351-360., , 
its relationship to either speech or reading defects o St udies indicate 
that speech defects may be the cause of reading defectsy the result of 
reading defects, or the two may exist side-by~side as a result of some 
connnon factor." 
In an evaluation of the studies which attempted to resolve this 
confusion, it was found that most data was based on small samplings of 
ei ther speech deficient or reading deficient populati ons compared to 
the average or normal. In almost no instance was a large random 
sampling of a young general population evaluated statistically without 
an attendant loading of the sample with abnormal caseso 
Authorities in both the fields of speech and reading emphasize 
independently the importance of auditory discrimination in the remedial 
programs of their special fieldo In the field of reading~ the research 
consistently reports a correlation between reading disability and poor 
auditory discriminationo In the field of speech, the research does not 
find a consistent relationship between poor speech sound discrimination 
ability and articulatory speech defects. However, there is sufficient 
inconsistency in the findings to require further stuqy. For example9 1/ 
Hall; in a study of elementary school pupils and college students, found 
no significant difference between functional articulatory cases and nor-
2/ 
mal.s in ability to discriminate speech sounds. Donewald'; in a study of 
. young children, found a close correlation. 
1/ Margaret Hall, 11 Auditory Factors in Functional -Articulatory Speech 
l5efects," Journal of Experimental Education~ 1938, Vol. 7, PPo 110-132. 
2/ Marion Donewald, "The Relation of Speech Sound Discrimination to 
FUnctional Articulatory Defects in Children~" Speech Monographs, 1951, 
Vol. 18, Po 239. . 
2 
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Because of these differing opinions, it was felt that a large 
sample of young children should be studied to determine the relations 
among speech abilities ~ reading abilities, auditory discrimination 
abilities and speech sound discrimination abilities, to evaluate not 
cnly defective groups but to study those above average and those 
avera.geo 
~g This is a stuqy of certain aspects of speech and reading 
at the first grade level (six to seven years) o It will analyze the 
relationships of intelligence9 hearing acuity~ auditory discrimination~ 
speech sound discrimination, articulation, and reading ability in 
four hundred and twent.Y=five first grade childreno 
• 
CHAP'I'Eit II 
REVIEW OF REIA TED · RESEARCH 
A review of the literature oh sp~ech .and readi~ reveals_ certain 
simil~ities. in the methods of teaching speech and readingo Theref()res 
in addition .to a summar,y of research on relationships between speech 
and reading.9 this . chapter will summarize the significant ·similarities 
and differences in the methods of teaching speech and reading0 · 
Methods of teaching reading~ - The methods of teaching reading in 
· five leading reading systems were _ analy-Zedo 
1/ 
Dro Wmo_ So Gray- states that the following steps are important;. 
Auditory Perception is the first step in the program for developing 
power in phonic analysiso A child must be able to hear a consonant 
sound accurately and~ produce this soUnd .in his own speech before 
he can associate the sound with a printed letter. · At the pre-pr:iJJler 
level extensive training in auditory perception of initial consonants 
is providedo 
Visu~auditory perception is the second step • . After the child _ 
has learned to .hear accurately the sounds of the single consonants, 
he should learn to associate the appropriate sound with a given 
printed symbolo At the primer level p-rovision should be made for 
te~ching children to associate appropriate sounds with single consonants 
in the. initial position· in words o At Book One level • this training 
should be ext~nded to single consonants in words. As soon as the child 
can associate appropriate souri~ . with single consonants, he can be 
ta:right to apply this knowledge in attacking. new wordso 
1/ Wm. So Gray~ Develohing Word-attack Skills, Grades 1-3, Chicago, .. 
Scott, Foresman Coo.9 C icago, · i941. 
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. 1/ 
Paul McKee in hi.s series Reading for Meaning"; expresses his views 
as followsg: The sight method is used exclusively for only a short timeo 
Very soon Reading for Meaning begins to teach phonetic elements which 
are contained in familiar words already learned by sighto These are 
needed for identifying independently new words to be met in subsequent 
reading o McKee uses three ways to unlock words: 1) Picture clues' 
2) Context , 3) Phonetic clueso The stress is on phonetic clueso The 
consonants are introduced first so as to prevent confusiono 
2/ 
Dro Emett Betts; editor of the Language Arts Series, advocates 
that oral language skills be systematically appraised and developed0 
The child is taught to hear the sounds of words and is guided in the 
accurat e production of these soundso This systematic guidance in speech 
affords the basis for developing phonetic analysis skills in reading 
situationso The speech facet of language is used as a base on Which 
skills and attitudes in reading are developedo They serve to buttress 
learnings in reading and writing through increased facility in auditory 
discrimination and speech productiono The phonetic analysis and struc-
tural analysis learnings in reading strengthen oral languageo Emphasis 
in the Language Arts Series is the prevention rather than the correction 
of speech difficultieso Developmental speech needs are provided for as 
an intregal part of the programo The distinguishing features of this 
series of basic readers is the ~stematic development of auditory dis-
crimination skillso Phonetic analysis is introduced and mastered byg 
f/ PaUl McKee$ Reading for Meaning, Boston, Houghton Mifflin Coo 
3./ Emett Betts ~ Language Arts Series Guide Book~ American Book Coo, 1952o 
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1) auditory, 2) visual; and ~) combined auditory-visual discriminations, 
by using likenesses and differences between initial consonant sounds, 
final consonant sounds, initial consonant blends, and rhyming elements. 
1/ 
David Russell= stresses that there are several methods for attain= 
ing independence in word recognition. Instruction is given in such 
techniques as the mastery of a sight vocabular,y, auditory and visual 
discrimination, phonic analysis, and the use of context clues. Stress 
in this series is on meaning and visual discriminationo 
2/ 
Gates= says that what is often called "Ear Training" serves the 
purpose of building up certain abilities which are basal to the develop-
ment of the use of sound characteristics in working out the recognition 
and pronunciation of printed words. This technique of developing a 
sensitivity to word sounds which is essential for successful work in 
phonetics includes a variety of activities using rhymes and jingles. 
After the children have had some experience with similarities and dif-
ferences in single sounds, they are given similar exercises in blends. 
... 3/ 
Hildreth- says that with the modern methods of teaching reading, 
attention is first called to separate words in contextual settings, 
i.eo the text is so composed that new words are guessed from context. 
Memory for words is strengthened b,y using the same words in the reading 
lesson.ll in conversation.ll and in writing. Thus, gradually children ad-
vance in word discrimination abilityo Pupils, however, do not benefit 
!/David Ho Russell, Children Learn to Read, Boston, Ginn & Coo, 1949. 
2/ Arthur Io Gates.ll Here We Go.11 Teacher's Guide Book, New York, 
Macmillan Coo 9 1951. 
3/ Gertrude Hildreth.ll 11Reading Programs in the Primary Period, 11 
48th Yearbook9 University of Chicago, Chicago, Illo 
7 
f:r·r.;m d.ir eet. teaching of word analysis 1m.til they show evidence of 
:readiness for learning from such pract iceo Research shows that 
extensive practice in word analysis is not profitable before 
Ghj.ldren have reached a maturity age of about seven years o 
1/ 
Dolch- says that the ability to sound out a word is a valuable 
tecrtn.ique when quicker met hods fail, or when used with other methods o 
Sorr~ of the techniques primary pupils are taught to use are sight 
recognition, context meaning!! phonetic analysis, syllabification, 
and sounding 0 
2/ 
D't.rr·:r:·eJl and Sullivan- in the book E'Uilding Word Power state that 
one of the main causes of reading difficulties is lack of auditory 
dis~rimination ability and suggest the following practices to 
,-
strengthen this points identifying the sound elements in the child's 
spoken v-ocabulary and gradually associating these sounds with the 
visual forms of wordso Older methods translated visual forms into 
speech elements without any assurance that the child had heard the 
sotmd element in his own speech. Building Word Power advocates a 
direct association between auditory elements and letter names with-
out an intervening step of •sounding'• Words are used that are 
alreaqy in the child's speaking vocabulary and attention to meaning 
is emphasized. Auditory and visual work is not isolated from read-
ing but is an integral part of the reading program as well as of 
'\"lri ting and spelling. 
~Dolch, Teaching Primary Reading, Champaign, Ill., 
Garrard Presso 
2/ Donald D. Durrell, Helen M. SUllivan & Ho A. Murphy? Building Word 
f.ower in Primary Reading, New York, w·orld Book Coo, 1945. . 
8 
1/ 
D11rreii in Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities points out that 
there are many types of word analysis. The complete program should 
L1clude ear training to give skill in hearing auditory elements of 
wordsy visual training for recognition of visual elements accompanying 
word sounds~ and provision for independent use of skills. 
In ear training the initial consonants f - b - g - c - h - 1 - n 
should be taught first because the lip movements are distinct and the 
sounds easily noticed by the pupils. The following steps can intro-
duce the initial consonant sounds: 1) The pupils are asked to listen 
while groups of words such as feet~ feel, face, fun are pronounced. 
They are told that these words begin with the letter £• The phonetic 
form of the letter is not given; the orthographic name is given. Thus, 
there is a gradual association of the sound with the name. 2) The 
pupils pronounce the words after the teacher. 3) The children name 
words that begin with the same letter. 4) Review ~ork is provided 
each day on letters learned the preceding day. 5) Similarly, two and 
three letter blends are taught. 
Durr ell presents the following steps for associating sound elements 
with the visual form: 1) The teacher writes a word such as tfillt on 
the board. The pupils give words that rhyme. These words are written 
.. 
on the board. 2) A child goes to the board and circles the parts of 
each word that are alike. 3) The teacher changes tfill• to tfellt on 
the board. The teacher shows that one letter changes the sound of the 
word. 4) The pupils go to the board and write rhyming words such as 
tspe~l', •bell•, ~hell', etc. The children circle the parts that look 
1/ Dona'Id D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, New York, 
World Book Co., 1940. 
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the same in all the words o 5) The children are instructed to close 
their eyes and try to see the word vtellV as if it were written on 
the board o The teacher writes it on the board and asks how many saw 
it correctlyo 6) For practice the teacher writes a number of ?ills v 
and vellsV i n random order and asks different pupils to go to the 
board and complete any word they may think of such as 'shellv, Vstill', 
v ball v ~ etc., 7) These groups are reviewed at the begirming of the 
word work the next dayo 
Methods of teaching speechg As in the teaching of reading, the 
points of view of t eaching speech are divergento Four representative 
methods are summarized hereo 
1/ 
Rau.bicheck';' in writing on the teaching of oral English, says that 
the law of multiple sense appeal and the law of association should be 
brought into playo Each sound should be studied in terms of auditory, 
tactile, and kinesthetic images and should moreover be associated with 
at least one object or action which is common and well known., 1) A 
sound should be studied first in a familiar word. If the child can 
read~ these words may be written on the blackboard. The common sound 
should be found in the presented listo 2) In subsequent lessons the 
teacher may check the children by giving the description of how the 
sound is made and then ask them to make it. 3) After isolation and 
production of the sound, the third step is to increase the number of 
associations with this soundo The class is asked to volunteer addi-
tional words containing the soundso This list may include words in 
which the sound appears in all possible combinations. 4) The next 
1/ Letitia Raubicheck~ How to Teach Good Speech in the Elementary 
Schools 9 New York 9 Noble and Noble Inco, 1937. 
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step is to use these words in phraseso Brief rhyt hmic phrases are 
advocated before the use of practice sentences. 5) The final step 
is the use of the sounds in the unconscious speech patterns of the 
childo 
l / 
Pronovost= states that children learn the consonant sounds 
most effectively when a combination of visual, auditory, and kines= 
thetic approaches is usedo 11 The most effective approach seems to be 
a combination of the auditory and physiological. The auditory is the 
most important. since speech is learned through hearing . The physio-
logical approach strengthens the auditory awareness by appealing to 
the kinesthetic as well as the auditory sensations." 
The following procedure is suggested for teaching a consonant 
so~d. l) Auditory presentation: the teacher reads material in 
which the sound occurs frequently so that the child learns ' t6 recog-
nize that sound as he hears ito 2) Drill on auditory discrimination: 
emphasi ze the differences between the presented sound and similar 
sounds already taughto 3) Practice in production of the sound by 
itself ~ this is done by imitating objects or animals ~ich produce 
the sound, or through stories and jingles in which the sound appears 
in isolationo 4) Awareness of the physiological aspect of the sound~ 
as the child makes the sound, he is instructed in how he articulates 
ito 5) Practice in production of the sound within the wordg: the 
sounds are used in the initial, final, and medial positions in words. 
The use of the consonant blends is avoided until skill in combining 
the consonant· w:i.th the vowel is developed. 6) Practice in using the 
1/ Wilbert L. Pronovost, "Skills Instruction in the Modern Elementary 
School, lOth Conference, The Depto of Elementary School Principals of 
the Nationa~ Educatfon Association, Boston University, Boston, Massa= 
chuset ts, July ll-22, 1949, Revised 1951. 
ll 
sound in prepared sentences. 7) Practice in the use of the sound in 
conversat ional speech . 
1/ 
Rasmussen~ advocates the two most common methods of speech re= 
t r a ining; i.e.~ the phonetic placement method and the sound stimula~ 
tion or ear traini ng method. BY phonetic placement she means the 
teaching of a child t o place his tongue, lips, and jaw in the proper 
position for the production of the sound being considered. BY auditory 
stimulat ion she means "stimulate a child's hearing mechanism until the 
sound is clearly interpreted in his brain." She feels that when a 
child hears and interprets the sound in this way, he will make the 
sound i n the same manner heard. 
2/ 
Kramer- feels that ear training serves the purpose of building 
up the abilities which are basic to the development of the differen-
t iation of the sound characteristics of the spoken word. In the pre-
school period~ the child should develop a foundation for his later 
work in phonetics through activities with rhymes, jingles, word games, 
etc. At Grade One level the sensitivity to phonetic elements is 
mastered. At this time activities with sounds will reveal the exis~ 
ence of speech deficiencies and/or hearing losses. Her philosophy 
and technique for speech training consists of the following: I) Do 
not drill on isolated sounds for any length of time. 2) Begin with 
sentences, then if necessary practice the word in the sentence which 
is causing difficulty. 3) Isolate the sound for particular attention. 
Emphasi s should be placed on the child's ability to hear the sound 
1/ Carrie Rasmussen, Speech Methods in the Elementary Schools, New 
York~· The Ronald Press Co., 1949. 
2/ Magdalene E. Kramer, Here We Come, Teacher's edition, New York, 
Macmillan Co . , 1951. 
/ 
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being taughto 4) Avoid breathing exercises per seo If it is necessary 
to develop proper breathing habitsj try to achieve the desired results 
through practica in speecho 5) Do not stress the tongue position for 
each sound .but try to secure the correct sound through imitation or 
through the kinesthetic and visual approacheso 6) Avoid tongue and 
lip exercises which do not include speech. Flexibility of the tongue 
and the lips will be obtained through practice on sentences since 
these necessitate rapid adjustments of tongue and lipo 7) Select 
sentences which are typical of those used by the child in everyday 
l ifeo 8) Create speech situations which will not cause difficulty 
or embarr assment for the deviate childo 9) Make the child speech-
conscious, but not self-conscious; he must desire and try to speak 
well in orde+ to do soo 10) Do not overemphasize any particular style 
of speech, and do not demand artificial precision of articulation. 
11) The practice periods on speech should be brief but frequent so 
that the child will not become fatigued or his interest lag. 
Comparing the methods of teaching speech and reading, a great 
deal of similarity is apparent, especially in the realms of auditory 
and visual perceptiqno In both speech and reading, the order of pre-
sentation of consonants within words is the same; namely, initial 
position first~ followed b,y final, then medialo The greatest similarity 
is in the area of ear t .raining which serves the purpose of building 
certain abilities which are bas,eto the development of sound charac-
teristics i n working out the recognition and pronounciation of words. 
The mai n points of difference between speech and reading is a 
-
matter of semanticso In regard to isolation, the reading experts say 
that the whole word should be presented~ Each element should be taught 
13 
as a part of the whole word rather than an isolated unit, words 
should be pronounced as wholes in order to preserve the natural 
blend of the component partso It is general~ conceded that the 
sounds of the letters should not be given in isolation, instead the 
word should be kept as a unit o The true value of word elements 
should be presented >vithout distortiono 
In the field of speech9 most experts recommend that the child 
produce a sound many times by itself until he can do it easilyo 
The difference~ however~ between the two groups is not as divergent 
as it seems if one considers what is meant by isolation in speech ~ 
It is not a divorcing of the sound from the meaning of the word; it 
is rather the stressing of the soundo It is not an artificial blend-
ing of word elements into a whole but a means of making the sound a 
meaningful phoneme to the childo 
In speec~the kinesthetic method is based on an effort to teach 
the child to feel the sensations which accompany the production of 
soundso 
In reading~ the kinesthetic method emphasizes the reinforcement 
of visual clues by manual manipulation. There is, therefore, o~ a 
difference in the organs used since in both .cases good neuromuscular 
patterns are being establishedo 
Obviously the visual method is the major technique in learning 
to reado However~ in the teaching of speech, visual clues are used 
to reinforce the kinesthetic approacho In both fields it is the 
combination of the visual, auditory, and kinesthetic that is most 
successful in teaching consonant soundso 
Analysis of research on relationships between speech and 
reading~ The relationship of speech defects to reading failure 
seem~ as yet, to be a controversial problem. Different researchers 
have found varying correlations and results o This is a brief sum-
mar7 of typical statements and researcho 
1/ 
Hildreth- states that "The child's command of speech la:rgely 
controls his initial success as well as his ultimate development 
in readingo • o • .a large proportion of children with speech prob-
lems tend to be retarded in reading. Speech defects can be important 
secondary causes of reading disability even though they may not always 
be the sole or primary cause." 
2/ 
This agrees with Durrell- who writes, "Some of these causes, 
which may be primary reasons for the failure of certain individuals 
in reading, are lack of a desire to read, defective speech, poor 
English vocabulary background, and social irmnaturity.n 
3/ 
Austin- writes, 11 Speech deviations may have unfavorable effects 
upon learning to read. The relatively few studies which have been 
made tend to show that pupils subject to speech defects on the average 
read nearly but not quite so well as children with normal speech." 
Other general statements similar to the above have been made b,y 
4/ 
McCullough, strang, and Traxl~- who say, "Speech defects and diffi-
culties in pronunciation and enunciation are often associated with 
reading difficulty. This is to be expected, in view of the close 
1/ Gertrude Hildreth, "Speech Defects and Reading Disability,u 
Elementary School Journal, Vol. XlVI, February 1946, pp 326-332. 
3_/ D. D. Durrell, H. B. Sullivan, and H. A. Murphy, op. cit., p 7. 
3/ Maf"y C. Austin, "Personal Characteristics that Retard Reading, n 
Keeping Reading Programs Abreast of the Times, Supplementary Ed. 
Monograph No. 72; October 195o, p. 112. · 
4/ c. w. McCullough and others, Problems in the Improvement of Reading, 
~ew York, McGra~-Hill, 1946. 
• 
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relation among the language arts and the carr,y=over of self-conscious-
ness 9 embarrassment, and other concommitants of poor speech situations."; 
. 1/ 
and Witty and Kopel- who report, "Defective speech creates an emotional 
concormnitant which may contribute to reading disability by causing self-
consciousness, embarrassment (occasioned by errors in articulation dur-
ing oral reading) and antipathy toward all reading-language situations." 
2/ -
In a summary article, .Artley- concludes, 11 There appears to be a 
relationshi.p between speech difficulties and deficiencies in reading 
ability~ though there is absence of agreement as to the extent of this 
relationship .. .. .. o .. Counterbalancing factors tend to reduce or in~ 
crease the potency of any particular factor that is being appraised 
for its relationship to either speech or reading defects. studies 
indicate that speech defects may be the cause of reading defects, the 
result of reading defects, or the two m~ exist side-by-side as a 
result of some common factor .. " 
There seems to be agreement that there is some correlation between 
these two functions of language, but the extent and the exact nature of 
the relationship is not indicated in these statements. 
In some cases as the basis for these above statements, in other 
cases to prove them, more detailed studies of the relationships of 
speech and reading have been reported in the literature. 
. ~ . 
Eames- reports 5% more speech defects among reading failureso 
He found that speech defects occur in a certain proportion of reading 
1/ P. Witty and Do Kopel, Reading and the Educative Process, Boston, 
Ginn & COo;~~ 1939o 
~~ A. So Artley, op. cit. p. lo 
3/ T .. H .. Eames, "The Relationship of Reading and Speech Difficulties," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, 41: January 1950, PPo 51-55. 
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failures and vice veraao Emotional reactions to speech difficulties 
may impair reading . Oral reading is more dif.ficul t with speech de= 
facts. He suggests that they might be due to the same basic defect 
of neurophysiological origin. 
1/ 
Davis- concluded on the basis of her study that there is a 
significant correlation between speech age and reading age. "Other 
things being equal, a child with mature articulation may be expected 
to read more swiftly, with greater ease, and with more exact compre~ 
hension than his classmates who use 11 baby talk". The relationship 
is even more significant for second graders." A statistical analysis 
showing the basis for these conclusions is not given. 
2/ 
One of the early studies done by Marion Monroe compared 41.5 
reading defective cases with 101 controls. Of the 41.5; 9% were 
stutterers, 18% had articulatory defectsg of the 101 controls; 
1% were stutterers, 7% had articulatory defects. Her conclusions 
were: "The reading- defect cases had many more speech defects than 
the controls •• o •• Defective speech ~ be considered a factor in 
reading disabilit,v, either as one cause of the reading defect or as 
a result of a common cause. Inaccurate articulation may directly af~ 
feet reading by presenting a confusion in the sounds of words to be 
associated with the printed symbols. A child who has an articulatory 
defect hears the word as spoken b,y others in one way and as spoken b,y 
himself in another way o Either of the two memories may be aroused on 
presentation of a printed word ••••• The child may, therefore, develop 
1/ I. P. Davis, "Speech Aspects of Reading Readiness", The Seventeenth 
Yearbook of Department of Elementary School Principals, 17; JUlY 1938, 
pp. 282-288. 
2/ Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read, Chtcago, University Press, 
I932. 
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confusions in reading in bot h mechanics and comprehension which would 
not have been present if his articulation were correct." 
1/ 
Bon~ in his thesis studied 64 matched pairs of good and poor 
readers from grades two and three. He defined a reading failure as 
retarded one half year in second grade or one year in third grade. 
His speech tests were open sketches of familiar objects which the 
child named. These were chosen to get "reproduction of speech ele-
ments conduci.ve to speech anomalies. 11 There is no copy of this test 
in his book. His results showed~ in the experimental 'group, 5% 
stutterings 17% lispingj baby talk, nasality, etc.; in the control 
group, 5% stuttering, 21% lisping, baby talk, nasality, etc. This 
showed no si.gnificant difference between good and poor silent readers 
in the incidence of speech defects. When oral reading ability was 
taken into account in relation to silent reading ability, it was 
that 35% of those retarded in oral reading, but not retarded in 
silent reading had speech defectso 
2/ 
Bennett- studied 50 pairs of children in second, third, and 
fourth grades. They were matched as to sex, grade, class grouping, 
with reading ability as the variable. He was attempting to "observe 
initial causal factors at work and eliminate factors which may be re-
garded as resultant." He concluded from a detailed study, "The one 
· •; 
factor which stood out in the physical area as most clearly associated 
with reading retardation was a history of speech defect • . The parents 
1/ Guy L. Bond, The Auditory and Speech Characteristics of--Poor 
Readers, · Teachers College ContribUtions to Education, No .• 657, 
New York, Bur. Publ. Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935o 
2/ Chester c. Bennett, An Inquir.y into the Genesis of Poor Reading, 
Teachers College Contributions to Education; No. 755, New York, Bur. 
Publ. Teachers College, Columbia University, 1938 • 
• 
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as well as the children were asked whether the latter had ever 
stammered or stutter ed. Nine par ents of poor readers reported 
some history of speech defect while of the children themselves 9 
13 reported such difficulties. A total of 19 children were affected. 
Among the controls$ no parents reported this problem, although 6 
children believed they had stuttered or stammered at some time. 
Uo child in either group appeai"ed·-to be an obvious and chronic 
stutterer or stammerer at the time ·ot investigationon 
1/ 
" " 0 
Moss studi ed 36 matched pairs of children~ one a speech defec-
tive~ the ot her normaL '!he experimental group took 8. 7 seconds 
longer to read a given selection and had loB more errors. The dif-
ference was statistically significant. 
2/ 
Robinson did an intensive study of 30 cases of reading failures. 
She had experts in each field study the function of his specialty. 
She reports that 20% of the cases had articulatory defects as com-
pared to 2% as the accepted for the incidence of speech defects in 
the general school population. In her conclusions, she states that 
dyslalia caused 14% of the cases, inadequate auditory discrimination 
and insufficient auditory memory in 6%. Her final conclusion is, 
"The percentage of cases of dyslalia in this group was larger than 
that usually found in the general school population of comparable 
age. This may mean that both reading and speech difficulties are 
deviations from the normal pattern, since the cause and effect relation~hip 
1/ M. Moss, liThe Effect of Speech Defects on Second-Grade Reading 
Achievement," Quarterly Journal of Speech, Vol. 24: 1938, pp. 642-654. 
2/ H. Robinson, Why Pupils Fail in Reading, Chicago, University Press, 
I946. 
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between the tim has not been well established. On the other hand, it 
may mean~ as Monroe said9 that there are other basic factors of which 
speech and reading difficulties are symptoms." 
1/ . 
Rossignol- studied 229 chi.ldren in grades lA, lB, and 2A. Her 
reading test was Gates. The speech consisted of a story and a sup-
plementary picture representing a test word which completed the sen= 
tence of the story. In this way she got a response without any 
previous pronunciation of the word by the teacher. In addition, a 
nonsense syllable test of articulation was given. She found that 
reading varied with speech production, for both the articulation test 
and the repeating test. This was a low correlation9 but significanto 
This difference was significant when mental age was eliminated as a 
factoro 
Studies on the ancillary abilities of intelligence, auditory 
acuity, auditory discrimination, and speech sound discrimination have 
been done in relation to speech and reading. 
2/ 
Hali; in a well controlled study of the auditory factors prevail-
ing in articulatory speech defects worked with two groups of students -
college freshmen and elementary grade children. Speech defectives were 
paired for comparative purposes with normal speech cases. In neither 
group did she find a significant difference between the speech defec-
tives and normal speakers in auditory acuity or auditory discriminationo 
1/ L. J. Rossignol~ The Relationships among Hearing Acuity2 Speech Production, and Reading Performance in Grades lA, lB; and A, 
Teachers College Contributions to ]rlucation, No. 936? New York, 
Bur. Publ. Teachers College, Columbia University, 1948. 
, .. 
~~ Margaret Hall, op. cit. p. 2 
: , , 
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1/ 
Murphy ' s- experimental stud;y; support ed by s tatistical evidence, 
states that a lack of auditory discrimination; that is, the power to 
distinguish between similarities and differences in the sounds of 
words, appears to be one cause for confusion in reading, and that 
specific training in auditory discrimination improves reading ability. 
2/ 
Ma~e- studied boys in grades five and six; fifty of these were in 
a control group, the other in an experimental group. It was found 
that the following correlations were not significant between the two 
groups - auditory acuity, auditory memory span, coordination of 
articulatory muscles , coordination of gross muscles, sense of rhythm, 
or auditory discrimination. Some children with speech defects had 
poor auditory discrimination but so did children without speech defects. 
3/ 
Barry- and others performed an experimental study of the analysis 
of auditory functions in grades one, two, and three. Three hundred and 
fifty-six (356) children from first grade, two hundred and thirteen (213) 
from the second, and three hundred and twenty-two (322) from the third 
grade participated in the experiment. The three groups were given the 
following group tests: Nason's Phonic test, The Pintner Cunningham 
Intelligence test, and the Detroit Reading Achievement test. Individual 
tests were also administeretl, three being taken from Monroe's Reading 
Aptitude , test-languag~ speed of articulation, and accuracy of articu-
lation. Singing ability was also tested. Auditory discrimination was 
1/ Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of ,the Effect of Specific·· Training 
In Audlt.ory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning Reading,n Unpublished 
Doctor's Thesis, Boston University, 1943. 
2/ D. J. Mase, Etiology of Articulatory Speech Defects, Teachers College 
~ontribution to Education, No. 921, New York, BUr. Publ. Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1946. 
3/ F. M. Barry and others, An Analysis of Auditory Functions in Grades 
One, Two, and Three, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1951. 
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measured b,y the ability to identi~ word sounds. None of the factors 
tested showed a high correlation with auditory discrimination, but it 
did correlate highly with reading. Speech and accuracy of articula-
tion showed little relat:i.onship o 
1/ 
Yedinack- studied 2147 second grade children; 175 (8ol5%) having • 
defective speech~ 163 (7 o59%) having poor reading ability. After 
testing, 71 (3.31%) were diagnosed as articulation disabilities; 
67 (3.12%) were diagnosed as reading disabilities; 27 (lo26%) were 
articulation and reading disabilities9 40% of 67 poor readers had 
articulation defects. Thirty-eight of 71 articulation cases were 
also reading caseso The results of this study show that children 
with functional articulation defects are significantly inferior in 
both oral and silent reading to children with normal speaking ability. 
Children with reading disabilities frequently have articulation de-
fects. The existence between these two handicaps of strong relation-
ship shows they either result from a common cause or that articula~ 
tion defectives have a definite effect on the development of normal 
reading ability. Children with articulation and/or reading dis= 
abilities not retarded in vocabulary tended to be inferior to normal 
speakers and readers in vocabulary development 
As seen from an analysis of the research already made, there is 
a possible relationship between speech and reading, but wherein the 
points of relationship lie has :not yet been definedo Therefore, fur-
ther study to determine the more specific points of relationships 
seems to be justified. 
1/ JeannE;ltte Yedinack~ nA Study of the Linguistic Functioning of 
C!hildren with Art-iculatory and· Reading Disabilities, n Journal of 
Genetic Psychology, Vol. LXXIV, March 1949, pp. 23-59. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Selection of cases~ The committee which planned this thesis 
decided that second semester first grade pupils would be the most 
satisfactory gr oup for the purposes of this thesis. This decision 
was based on the following reasons~ chi ldren at this level had 
progressed sufficiently in r eading, test exper ience and socializa~ 
tion; secondly, they were ~~11 in the acquisitive stage of speech 
and heari ng. Hence, a standar d test could be used to evaluate 
reading ability . The reasons wer e justified qy the findings of 
the ~ite House Conference and elsewhere indicating that the 
highest inci dence of speech, auditory discrimination, and reading 
errors occurs at t his levelo 
First grade students from nine public school systems, repre-
senting an average cross-section of the population, were the sub-
jects for all the tests given. The total number of children tested 
was four hundred and twenty-five, and the participating towns were 
Waltham, Newton9 Wakefield, Norwood 51 Hingham, Watertown, Canton, 
Winchester, and Needham. 
Time of testing ~ All tests were given during the period 
between January 15 and March 15, 1952. This was to maintain a 
constant time in the school program so that all children had re-
ceived approximately equivalent training. 
Tests administered~ Two types of tests were given~ tests of 
general ability (intelligence and auditory acuity) and special 
ability (articulation, speech sound discrimination, auditory dis-
crimination, and reading)o 
22 
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Test of intelligence ~ The results of a group test were used 
since only a general indication of intelligence was felt to be neces= 
sary. The scores were from tests given in September at the beginning 
10 
of school or during our test period. Pintner-Cunningham and Otis-
ll 
Quick Scoring Test were the instruments of choiceo 
Test of auditory acuity ~ The Massachusetts Pure Tone Screening 
Test (a sweep test) was used. There is a group and individual form~ 
both of which were used in this study. 
This test is so constructed tha.t a child able to hear each of 
the following tones = 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, and 4096 frequencies -
at an intensity of 20 decibels, is considered to have hearing within 
the normal range. One or more responses below 20 decibels warranted 
a re-test. For the purposes of this study, those children requiring 
a second test were considered as having defective auditory acuity. 
12 
Test of reading ability: The Detroit Word Recognition Test was 
given on the recommendation of Dr. Helen Murphy of the School of 
Education of Boston University. This is a group test of silent 
reading ability and requires the matching of a printed word to a 
picture a 
Test of auditory discrimination for reading g The auditory dis-
13 
crimination section of the Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Test was 
given. This is a standardized group test for auditory discrimination. 
Test of articulation~ This was an original individual test 
devised by the group. The test was made up of two parts~ picture 
identification and spontaneous speech. In the first, pictures were 
used to represent fortyw·six sounds of English. Twelve different 
sounds were checked as well as twelve different blends. Eight were 
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checked in initial ~ medial , and final posit ions. The child was 
asked to name the picture pr esented (this was to have the word 
indicated by the child) since it was not deemed desirable to test 
only the abilit,v to repeat the patterns of words heardo 
A detailed evaluation of the composition and results of this 
test are in Chapter IVo 
In the second test ~ spontaneous conversational speech was .· 
stimulated by showing the child a picture. The picture was chosen 
because it was possible to elicit certain specific speech situationso 
This test is discussed in detail in Chapter VIo 
Test of auditory discrimination for speech~ This is a revision 
4 
of the Mansur Speech Sound Discrimination Test. 
Pictures representing pairs of phonetically balanced words with 
a differing single phoneme were shown to the child and the name of 
one of the pictures was pronounced by the tester. The child was 
asked to point to the picture of the articulated word as he heard 
and comprehended it. 
A detailed analysis and interpretation of this test is given 
in Chapter Vo 
Testers~ The testing was done by several people. The seven 
graduate students participating in this thesis, Dr. Pronovost of the 
Speech Department of Boston University, speech correction teachers, 
reading supervisors, classroom teachers, and student teachers of 
speech from Boston University all did some of the testingo 
Although the tests were given by many different examiners, each 
was qualified and experienced in using his particular testing instru-
mento With so many testers the possibility of the unintentional pre-
judice of the group writing the thesis was eliminatedo 
25 
Recapitulationg B,y administering a batt ery of tests including 
an intelligence test, audiometer test, reading test, auditory dis-
crimination test for reading~ articulation test~ and a speech sound 
discrimination test to four hundred and twenty- five second semester 
first grade pupils in the greater Boston metropolitan area, data was 
accumulated which could be analyzed statistically. It is hoped that 
such an analysis will provi de more specifi c i nformation on the rela-
tionships of speech and reading abilities of children who are in the 
early stages of learning to read and the later stages of articula-
tory development . 
CHAPTER IV 
VOICE AND ARTICULATION 
A Voice and Articulation Test was made by the group to test the 
speaking abilities of the children involved in the testing programo 
The speech of each child was evaluated on a separate Voice and Arti-
culation Test Chart (see Appendix:J:). An instruction sheet was 
given to each person administering the test (see AppendixJtt). The 
people administering the test 'were all trained in speech: either 
graduate students involved in the project or speech teachers in the 
particip~ting school systems. The test itself was divided into 
three sections~ Section l was a Spontaneous Speech Test (based 
upon a single picture); Section 2 was an Articulation Test (based 
upon a number of small pictures); Section 3 called for an evaluation 
of whether or not the child's difficulty warranted remedial speech. 
These sections will be separately discussed. 
Section 1. - Spontaneous Speech Testg The purpose of this test 
was to stimulate spontaneous speech in order to get an estimate of 
t~e child's speech in actual conversation. The test was based upon 
a single large picture taken from "This Week11 , the supplement of the 
Boston Sunday Heraldo It was a picture of an autumn scene and con-
tained a number of activities such as children playing football, 
riding bicycles, carrying pumpkins, etc. The child was shown the 
picture and was asked questions about the activities (see Instruc-
tion Sheet, Appendix1II) for the purpose of eliciting phrases o£ 
conversation. 
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If a speech di fficulty was present , t he pupil v s evaluation 
chart (see Appendix:[:) was checked i n the appropriate placeo If 
the difficulty was one of voice, the tester checked whether it was 
one of pitch, volume, rate11 or qualityo If an articulation diffi-
culty was presentjl the tester checked sounds (k, g, r, 1, s, z, sh, 
ch, j, th) that were omitted, distorted, or for which other sounds 
were substituted; or he could check that the child's speech was 
indistinct or that he omitted soundso These last could be checked 
independent ly or in addition to ~he s ounds individually checkedo 
If a stuttering diffi culty was present, a check was made in the 
appropriate spaceo 
Section 2 -Articulation Test (with small pictures)g The pur-
pose of this test was to provide an accurate means of detecting 
articulation errors on particular soundso The sounds chosen were 
those most often causing difficulty at age six (from a develop= 
mental point of view) as determined by a number of previous studies. 
The following sounds were included in initial, medial, and final 
positions: s, zjl ch, sh, r, 1, j, g_, k. The following were included 
in one position onlyg th (voiced and unvoiced, medial), zh (medial), 
ng (final)o The following blends were included in initial position 
only: sl, sw, sp, st, fr, bl, dr, kl, tr. The following blends were 
included in medial positiong br, pl, kr. The blend sk was included ~ 
in both initial and medial positions. The blend ks was in final po-
sition onlyo 
Thirty-three pictures, the names of which included the above 
l/ 
sounds, were selected from the "Little Golden Dictionaryii. The 
1/ Mary Reed51 My Little Golden Dictionary, New York, Simon & Shuster, 
I949. 
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pictures were selected on the basis of having as few pictures as 
possible while including all the above sounds" and having the pic= 
tures recognizable to first-graders. The pictures were cut out and 
pasted on art paper o 
The corresponding names of the objects in the pictures were 
typed in columns in Section 2 of the Voice and Articulation Test 
Chart in the order of presentation . The sounds that were being 
tested were ttnderlined as they appeared in the names of the Chart~ 
In all, there were forty-six (46) underlined sounds. 
The testers were instructed to ask the child to name the pic-
tures. Pencil lines were to be drawn through any underlined sounds 
that were omitted, distorted, or for which other sounds were substi-
tutedo To obtain a score, the number of underlined sounds that were 
pencill ed was subtracted from 46, the total number of tested sounds. 
A perfect score, therefore, was 46o 
Section 3~ Section 3 of the test merely asked this question, 
nnoes this child have a speech difficulty severe enough to warrant 
remedial speech attention?" This was to be checked 11yes" or 11no11 • 
Results of the Voice and Articulation Test~ The over-all re-
sults of the Voice and Articulation Test disclose that out of 428 
children tested 201 (47%) had some error or difficulty; 173 (40.4%) 
had articulation errors; 67 (15.7%) had a voice difficulty; 
2 (0.4%) stuttered; 50 (11.7%) were checked as needing remedial 
speech . These results are presented in Table Io 
TABLE I (over-all results) 
Children tested 
Checked for difficulty or errors 
Checked for articulation errors 
Checked for voice difficulty 
Checked for stuttering 
Checked as needing remedial speech 
Number 
428 
201 
173 
67 
2 
5o 
! 
47 
4o .. 4 
15.7 
0.47 
1L7 
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Results of s t udies (unpublished) conducted in recent years by 
the Boston University· Speech Clinic based on 1260 cases in Metro= 
politan Boston elementary schools indicated that 30.8% had mild 
difficu}.t;r~ .~nd 7 o6% had severe difficulty in speecho This latter 
figu;r,e agrees closely with the results of a survey made by The 
. 1/ 
New England Speech Association- where 7.8% of 87,455 pupils were 
handicapped in speech. However, in the same survey, of the 
33y077 pupils tested by speech teachersj 13% were found to be 
handicapped in speech. In the present study, 11.7% were checked 
as needing remedial speech. This percentage occupies a reasonable 
position between the two percentages of 7o6 and 13 quoted aboveo 
Results of Spontaneous Speech Test ~ 
1. Voice difficulties~ The results of the Spontaneous Speech 
Test show that 67 (15.7%) pupils were checked as having voice dif-
ficulties, 21 (4.9%) checked as having volume difficulties; 9 (2o1%) 
checked as having rate difficulties; 42 (9o8%) checked as having 
quality difficulties. In all, there were 79 check marks appearing 
on the Voice Column of the Spontaneous Speech section of the 
Voice and Articulation Test Charts. Included in the 79 were 12 
cases of multiple voice difficulty ~ 1 pupil was checked for pitch, 
volume and quality; 4 were checked for volume and quality; 3 were 
checked for volume and rate; 1 was checked for pitch and quality; 
1 was checked for rate and quality; 2 were checked for pitch and 
volume. These results are presented in Table IIo 
1/ Wilbert L. Pronovost, 11A Survey of Services for the Speech and 
!fearing Handicapped in New England," Journal of Speech and Hearing 
Disorders, VoL IVI, June 195l.v pp. 148-i56o 
Pitch 
Volume 
Rate 
Quality 
Total 
TABLE II - VOICE DIFFICULTIES 
Number 
7 
21 
9 
42 
f7j 
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Included in the above totals are the following cases of multiple 
voice difficulty~ 
Pitch, Volume, and Quality 
Volume and Quality 
Volume and Rate 
Pitch and Quality 
Rate and Quality 
Pitch and Volume 
1 
4 
3 
1 
1 
2 
~ 
2. Articulation difficulties (in spontaneous speech) :. There 
were 104 (24.3%) pupils checked as having articulation difficulties 
in the Spontaneous Speech Test. There were 45 pupils checked as 
having indistinct ·speech, and 19 checked as omitting sounds. These 
are included in the above totals. There were 47 pupils checked for 
(s) difficulty, 19 for (th), 19 for (r), 12 for (1), 7 for (sh), 
. 6 for (k), 5 for (ch) , 4 for (g), 3 for (z), 0 for (j). These re-
sults are presented in Table III. 
TABIE III 
FREQUENCY OF ERRORS BY , SOUND IN DECREASING DIFFICULTY 
(In Spontan~ous Speech) 
Sound Symbol Number of Pupils 
s 47 
th ~J oV\J [~J 19 
r 19 
1 ]2 
sh (f] 7 · 
k 6 
ch [tfJ 5 
g 4 
z 3 
j [dyj 0 
Indistinct 45 
Omits sounds 19 
Total number of checks 1'875 
Checked 
.. 
' 
Total number of children checked for articulation 
difficulties in Spontaneous Speech Test 104 (24o3%) 
Jo Stuttering difficulties~ Only 2 pupils were checked as 
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having stuttering difficultieso Both of these were boys; both were 
marked as having but a slight difficulty, and neither was marked as 
needing remedial speecho One of the two was checked as having 11 r" 
difficulty and as "indistinct" in spontaneous speech o The other 
case made errors on t he Articulation Test (with small pictures) 
on final "1" >J initial and medial "s" , medial and final nzn, and 
on •• s" blends o 
The tes ting situation was such that some cases of stuttering 
might not have been detectedo 
Results in terms of s tuttering difficulties are presented in 
Table IVo 
TABLE IV - STU'ITERING DIFFICULTIES 
Nwnber of boys 
Number of girls 
Stutterers needing remedial speech 
2 
0 
0 
Results of Articulation Test (with small pictures) ~ The total 
nwnber of children having errors in the Articulation Test (with small 
pictures) was 157 (36o7%)o There were 505 errors made on the indi-
vidual sounds and 317 errors made on the blends making a total number 
of errors of 822o Of the sounds tested in three positions, the 
greatest number of errors was made on "s" (95); there were 84 errors 
made on nzn; 47 on "ch'l; 46 on "sh11 ,; 42 on "r"; 29 on 111"; 24 on "j"; 
10 on "g"; 6 on 11 k11 o On the sounds tested in only one position, "th" 
(voiceless) had 56 errors; 11 th11 (voiced) had 33; 11 zh" had 24; "ngu 
had 9o These results are presented in Table Vb 
Except for the lingua=dental fricatives of voiced and unvoiced 
nth" 9 which were tested in only one position9 the sounds causing 
most difficulty were the post-dental fricatives "s"~ "z", 11 ch", "sh"o 
1/ 
Amidon- found the sounds most difficult to be post-dental fricatives 
and lingua-dental fricativeso 
The results show no definite pattern of frequency of errors for 
sounds according to their position in words 9 whether initial, medial~ 1/ 
or finalo Amidon- states that the best way to classify errors in 
articulation is not by phonemes but "in terms either or phonemes-in-
specified~positions~ or of phonemes=in-specified- positions-in-
specified-wordso" In the present study, inconsistencies in errors 
on particular sounds between the Spontaneous Speech Test and the 
Articulation Test, and inconsistencies in errors between pictures 
of the Articulation Test are probably largely explained by the above 
statement of Amidonvso 
Among the blends that caused difficulty, the "s" blends ranked 
firsto 'fuere were 36 errors made on "sl"; 31 on 11 sk'' (mediai); 
30 on 11 swil; 29 on "~sk" (initial); 28 on "sp"; 27 on 11 stn; 27 on "fr"; 
18 on 11br"; 1.5 on "ks"; 1.5 on "bl"; 1.5 on 11dr11 ; 14 on "kl"; 13 on 11tr"; 
10 on "plii; 9 on ''kr" o These results are presented in Table VIo 
1/ Hilda Amidon, "A Statistical Study of Relationships Among 
Articulatory Errors Made by One Hundred First Grade Childreno 11 
Thesis~ State University of Iowa, 194lo 
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TABLE V 
FREQUENCY OF ERRORS BY SOUND IN DECREASING DIFFICULTY 
(In Articulation Test with Small Pictures) 
Phonetic (Errors) 
Sound Symbol Picture v. UnVo Type Position Score Total 
---
s s seesaw X Post-dental Initial 32 
seesaw fricative Medial 32 
bookcase Final 31 95 
z z zebra X Post-dental Initial 25 
-. fricative Medial 30 scJ.ssors 
.- Final 29 84 sc1.ssors 
ch [t .5J church X' Post-dental Initial 23 Pitcher fricative Medial 10 
church Final 14 47 
sh [5 J shoes X Post-dental Initial 13 
dishes fricative Medial 16 
toOthbrush Final 17 46 
r ruler X: Post-dental Initial 23 
carro-t continuant Medial 9 
rui'er Final 10 42 
1 1 lamp X Post-dental Initial 10 
ruler continuant Medial 9 
ba:Il Final 10 29 
j [d )l jack-o-lantern Post-dental Initial 3 
X fricative 
fire en~ine Medial 9 
brid~e Final 12 24 
g g garage x- Velar Initial 5 
tiger stop-plosive Medial 1 
fro§. Final 4 10 
k k carrot X Velar Initial 3 
bookcase stop~plosive Medial 2 
truCk Final 1 6 
(Sounds -tested in one position only) 
th . [eJ toothbrush :lC Medial 56 56 
.: th [~] feather X Lingua-dental Medial 33 33 fricative 
zh C) 1 television X Post-dental Medial 24 24 fricative 
ng Cjl . swing X Velar- nasal Final 9 9 
Sonnd 
sl 
sk 
SW 
sk 
sp 
st 
fr 
br 
ks 
bl 
dr 
kl 
tr 
pl 
kr 
TABLE VI 
FREQUENCY OF' ERRORS IN BLENDS DJ DECREASING DIFFICULTY 
(In Articulation Test with Small Pictures) 
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Picture Voiced Unvoiced Position Errors 
slippers X X Initial 36 
basket x· Medial 31 
~ng x- Initial 30 
scarecrow X Initial 29 
spoon X Initial 28 
stove X Initial 27 
f rog X X Initial 27 
zebra X Medial 18 
blocks X Final 15 
blocks X Initial 15 
drum X Initial 15 
clown x· X Initial 14 
truck X X Initial 13 
ai~ane X: X Medial 10 
scarecrow x: X Medial 9 
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1/ 2/ 
Comparison wit h other studies g Poole~ as quoted qy Wallenius~ 
says that the median child at age 6! articulates all sounds correctly. 
This statement is substantiated by the present investigation~ the 
median child had a perfect ·score on all sections of the test. She 
(Poole) lists the sounds that present the most difficulty at thi3 age 
as~ z~ s 9 v 9 th (e ) ~ and wh (~). In the Picture Articulation Test 
of the present investigation, th (~) ~ s~ and z produced the greatest 
number of errors in that order. The sounds of v and wh !M) were not 
included in this test. 
3/ 
Roe and Milisen; as quoted~ Wallenius, .list frequency of errors 
in the first four school grades as~ z ~ wh (M) 9 (e), d).11 d, s, g, ~), 
r, t, h, tr, k.ll CS) .ll f, p 9 1, ('j) .ll and w, as compared to the frequency 
found by the present studyg (e)~ (~)~ s.ll z~ ()), (tS), ()), r, 1 9 
(d~.ll g, and k. There does not seem to be too much agreement here, but 
it is impractical to make accurate comparisons because of the differ-
ences in the select.ion of sounds tested in the two studieso 
4/ 
Charlotte WellsT Speech Check Sheet states that the six-year old 
should have mastered b, p, m, w, h, d, t, n~ g.ll k, ng, y 9 and f. How-
ever.ll the follow1.ng consonants should not be considered defective until 
age 7~ v, th, zh.ll sh, 1 9 ch 9 j. The following should not be considered 
defective until age 8:~ zll s.11 r, who 
'- ···-·· 
1/ Irene Poole, "Genetic Development of Articulation of Consonant Sounds 
in Speech," Elementar,y Review9 Vol. XIy June 1934o 
2/ Wesley A. Wallenius, "The Partial 'Construction of a Teache~-Administered 
Picture Type Articulation Test,n Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Univ., 1950 
3/ Vivian ·Roe and Dr. Milisen, ''The Effect of Naturation upon Defective 
Articulation · in the Elementary · Grades. 11 Journal of Speech Disorders 9 
Vol. VII, No. 1, March 1942, p. 44. 
4/ Charlotte G. Wells, "A Speech Check List,n Guides to Speech Training 
Tn the Elementar,y School, Magnolia, Mass., ~ress1on Company. 
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1/ 
Wellman and ot hers; as quoted by Walleniusll state that .final 
sounds are more dif.ficult than initial and medial soundso This 
statement is not substantiated by the present investigations o 
2/ 
In the Wallenius-studyll with 484 .first-grade children tested 
.for articulation deviations, 17o4% were checked as having speech 
deviationso In the present study, 24o3% o.f the pupils were checked 
as having articulation errors in their spontaneous speech, and 36o7% 
were checked .for errors in the Articulation Test (with small ·pic= 
tures)o In the present study only llo7% were checked as needing 
remedial speecho In the Wallenius study severity o.f di.fficulty was 
not determinedo Another important consideration is that Wallenius 
was testing .fewer soundso 
The Wallenius study lists the errors per sound as .follows-& 
Number o.f children tested - 484~ 
Sound 
th (both & and"1), r,ll l, s 9 z, ()) 
Errors 
42 20 18 17 14 10 
Considering only the above sounds, and 1Vi th 428 pupils tested, 
the present study in the Picture Articulation Test agrees only in 
the matter o.f ($) and (i)), .finding these sounds most di.f.ficulto It 
retains the above order i.f the drastic change is made o.f moving r and 
1 over to the last two placeso 
1/ Welliiian ' and others.\1 "Speech Sounds in Younger Children," University 
o.f Io'Wa Studies in Child Welfare, VoL V, Noa 2, 193lo 
~/ Wesley Wallenius 9 opo cito, Po 35o 
Frequency of errors in articulation as determined byg 
1/ 
1. van RiEer 
s, z, (e) ll (~),various rand 1 sounds, (dJ), (t$), (5), f, 
v; and in younger children, k and go 
2/ 
2. Fairbanks 
s, z, C)) ~ ()) 9 (tS)ll (d3)~ (&) 9 · ('fj"), hw, and C"J)• 
3/ 
3. Bryngelson 
s ll z, <e), c-1) , r, 1, c d ;)) 9 c t ) ) 9 <S ) , k, g, v. 
4/ 
4. Ainsworth 
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5o The present investigation - Spontaneous Speech Articulation Test 
s, (e) 9 rll 1, ()) 9 k, (t)), g, z , (dJ) 
6. The present investigation - Picture Articulation Test 
((7) 9 (1), s, z, (/);, (t) ), (j), r, l)l (dJ, g, k 
The sounds (e) and (~) are placed first in the above listing on the 
strength of their showing in one position only. The other sounds were 
tested in three positionso 
1/ Charles Van Riper, ~ech Correction Principles and Methods, New 
York, Prentice-Hall, Inc7, Second Edition, 1947, Chapter IV. 
2/ Grant Fairbanks, Voice and Articulation Drill Book, New York, 
Harper and Brothers, 1940, Chapter IV. 
3/ Bryng Bryngelson and ~ther Glaspey, Speech in the Classroom, 
!eacher's ·Manual, New York, Scott Foresman and Co., 1941. 
4/ Stanley Ainsworth, Speech Correction Methods, New York, Prentice= 
Rall, Inc., 1948. 
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Limita:ti.ons of the Voice and Articulation Test 
Section 1 = Spont.ane_ous . Speech Test~ The picture used for the 
Spontaneous speecl~est was not too successful with some pupils o 
1) Some of t.he activities 9 such as the men sawing wood and the man 
fixing t he roof were beyond the experience for pupi ls to identifyo 
2) The questions were devised to elicit responses that would involve 
the sounds being tested~ but many responses ingeniously avoided 
these soundso 3) There was too much opport1mity f or several possible 
answers 9 and in many cases conversational speech was not elicitedo 
Howeverll 1ii'ith a large percentage of pupilr:1 9 the test served its pur= 
pose adequat,ely o 
Section 2 = Articulation Testg Some of the small pictures used 
in the Articulatic,:~.l-~~ such as bookcase, feather, bridgejl stove9 
were dii' ficul t for s orne of the pupils to identify o However~ with 
the help of hints they were usually a ble to identify themo There 
were a few pictures that some of the pupils could not identify re= 
gardless of hints~ pitcher~ zebra, scarecrowo 
CHAPTER V 
SPEECH-SOUND DISCRIMINATION 
Introduction 
Review of previous research~ The test used in this study to 
measure the speech-sound discrimination abilities of first graders 
was a revision of Richard W. Mansurus !!picture Test for Speech 
1/ 
Sound Discrimination~: In 1950 Mansur, r ealizing the need for a 
more adequate instrument to test the speech-sound discrimination 
abilities of young children~ devised a test consisting of twenty 
word pairs~ phonetically balanced and di£fering only in one of the 
component phonemes o Each pair was read t o the child being tested 
in each of the four possible combinations of the two words. The 
child responded by pointing to the correct pi.cture on a picture 
sheet containing pictures representing the four possible combina-
tions. Mansur tried the test on a small sample of children and 
recommended that it be validated after being used to test a larger 
sample. 
2/ 
In 1951 Haroian-administered the test to 199 children in kinder-
gartenj first grade, and a remedial reading group . In general9 
Haroian found the test to be a reliable instrument; howeverj a 
pattern of response was noted ·wh ich was thought might have some ef-
feet on the validity of the instrument. A significant number of 
responses favored the first pictorial combination of (upper right) 
l/ Richard W. Mansurj 11 The Construction of a Picture Test for Speech 
'Sound Discriminati.on,n Unpublished Master' s Thesis, Boston University, 
1950. 
2/ Rose D. Haroian, 11Preli.minary Validation of Mansur• s Speech Sound 
Discrimination Test in the Kindergarten and First Grade," Unpublished 
Mastervs Thesis_, Boston University, 1951. 
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4o 
sheet and phonemeso It was also found t hat some children had diffi-
cultv in distinguishing the demarkation of pictures on the picture 
sheeto 
Haroian established the following order of di.fficul ty of sound 
pairs as tested by the Mansurtesto 
1/ 
Order of Difficulty - Mansur Test 
Sounds 
ca:t~bat . 
kitten~mitten 
pole~ bowl 
.boy-toy 
zoo-shoe 
grass-glass 
curl~girl 
lake-rake 
chain= train 
ice-eyes 
clown-crown 
gun-gum 
cup-pup 
soup-suit 
vase-face 
beans":'"beads 
mouse-mouth 
chip-ship 
pen-pin 
pitcher=pictura 
% of Correct 
Respottse3 
94 
93 
92 
92 
91 
90 
88 
88 
86 
83 
81 
78 
77 
72 
70 
63 
63 
63 
58 
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In her last chap·ter~ Haroian made the following suggestions for 
2/ 
further research~ 
L Repeat the test with the different arrangements in position 
and location of the paired combinations" 
2o Give the test to at least 200 more subjects, applying fur-
ther t•chniques to establish- reliability and validityo 
,!/Rose Do Haroiany Opo Cito, Po 39 
~/ ibid, Po 24 
3o Correlate the results of t hese findings with the findings of 
other groupso 
4o Add more sounds to the testo 
a) The aim of this would be to decrease confusion and the 
factors of visual and memor.y discrimination entering into the 
testing situation. 
Procedure 
Revision of the testg Several of the word pairs contained in 
the original test were elminated because of the difficulty of clearly 
portreying them in simple pictureso These pairs wereg boy- toy, 
beans-beads 1 soup-suit, curl-girl~ lake=rake, and gun-gum; the 
latter four were replaced by more easily pictured pairs still retain-
ing the desired sounds in the same positionso There were: cap-cat, 
coat-goat, lock-rock, and cone-comb. The pair "cup-pup" of the ori-
ginal test was replaced by can-pan to eliminate the repetition of the 
"p" in the final position. The pair nkitten-mitten" was eliminated 
as being too easily identified. .The pair "pitcher-picture" was elimi-
nated because of the variety of acceptable pronunciations of "picturet• 
because it is so commonly mispronounced (pz:t-~ ~ ) 1 and because of the 
inconsistency of the responses to this pair as reported in both previ-
ous studieso 
Additional words were added to the test, bringing the total 
number of word pairs to 36o The final list of word pairs used on 
the test is presented in Table VII, classified as to the auditory 
characteristics of ti1e phonemes comparedo 
TABLE VII 
WORD LIST FOR REVISED SPEECH SOffi~"D DISCRTIHNATION TEST 
CLASSIFIED AS TO AUDITORY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PAIRED SOUNDS 
Vowels 
Semi-vowels 
and Nasals Unvoiced plosives Voiced plosives 
pen ~ pin 
pan ~ pin 
pan - pen 
cap - cup 
coat - cat 
ties - toes 
lmot - nut 
boat - boot 
lock = rock 
ring - wing 
cone = comb 
bowl = bane 
cap - cat 
tie = pie 
can- pan 
Cognate plosives Cognate fricatives 
pole -bowl 
coat - goat 
log - lock 
Unvoiced fricatives 
mouse - mouth 
fox - socks 
chip - ship 
watch - wash 
Pressure change 
pan - fan 
vase ~ face 
ice - eyes 
Blend5 
gi:•ass - glass 
clown - cro'Yffi 
clock - block 
goat -boat 
Miscellaneous 
cat - bat 
zoo - shoe 
chain - train 
stairs - chair~ 
fish - fist 
cows - couch 
bed - bread 
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The arrangement of the picture sheets was also revisedo Only 
three of the possible combinations of each pair of words was repre-
sented on the sheet, one unlike pairing and two like pairingo The 
position of the pictures of the word pairs was selected at random in 
order to eliminate the factor of patterned responseso The drawing 
methods used were simple line drawings suitable for offset reproduc= 
tiono A sample picture sheet is included in appendix noo ~ 
In administering the test, only two of the possible combinations 
of each pair of words were used; the unlike pairing as pictured on 
the picture sheet, and one of the like pairings determined at randomo 
The order of presentation of the items was determined at random alsoo 
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On each half of the test sheet one hal f of the unlike pairs was 
presented~ and one half of the like pairs = the picture sheets 
being used twice in the same ordero 
With these revisions of the testj one type of judgment required 
in the Mansur test was eliminated - that of order of sounds when an 
unlike pair was presentedo Since many young children have visual 
reversals, the factor which may have affected the results on the 
Mansur te~t was eliminated from the present testo On the present 
test the childs in order to respond to a presented unlike pair~ 
mu~t make only a like=different judgmento In response to a pre= 
sented like pairs he must make a like-different judgment and an iden= 
tificationo 
An experimental scoring sheet was devised which permitted the 
recording of the position of the picture indicated ' in response to 
each word pair reado A sample of this scoring sheet is included in 
the. Appehdix :J:l.. 
Administration of the testg The test was administered to 434 
children in the first grades of towns in the vicinity o.f Bpston, . Ma~so 
• ' '. • • . l ~. ·. • • ' ·· ' 
The ~~veral persons administering the test were either practicing 
,,J. 
speech therapists, graduate students in speech, or undergraduates 
majoring in speech a Directions for administering the test were 
followed by all persons who administered the testa These directions 
are included in Appendix:sL: 
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Resul~ 
Range and measures of central tenden~g The range of scores 
for the ~ole gr oup of 434 children which were tested was from 72 
to 16, . the s·tanda.rd deviation was 6o56 ~ the mean was 65o5o These 
measures indicate a distribution which is strongly skewed positivelyo 
While this skewedness would indi cate that the test is a poor 
instrument for measuring a normal population where scores above the 
mean are of interest~ it does not migigat e against its use as a 
diagnostic tool o When put to this use, the ability of the instru~ 
ment to measure below the mean is of pr:ilna.ry value., 
This skewedness~ together with the fact that some children 
made no errors on the test~ seems to indicate that most children 
in the first grade are capable of making speech sound discrimina-
tions of the order necessary to speak and to understand speech easilyo 
.Approximately 10% of the children attained scores which were one 
or more standard deviations below the meano In view of the skewedness 
of the distribution of the results of this test, one would be justified 
-in assuming that any score one or more standard deviations below the 
mean would indicate poor ability in speech sound discriminationo 
Reliability of the testg The reliability of the t 'est was deter-
mined b.Y the split-half methodo Comparable halves were obtained qy 
taking items 1 through 18 of column I plus items 19 through 36 of 
column II for one set of scores, and items 19 through 36 of column I 
plus items 1 through 18 of column II for the other seto This divi-
sion was used rather than an odd number item versus even number item 
division because several of the most difficult items were by chance 
odd numberedo 
'-' ' 
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All computat ion was done on a calculating machine; correlation 
of the two halves wa3 by the product~moment method using raw ecoreso 
The first half=test had a mean of 32o69 and a standard deviation 
of 3o57; the second half~test had a mean of 32o80 and a standard 
deviation of 3o2lo 
The correlation coefficient obtained for the two half~tests *as 
o 79 o Application of the Spearman~Brown formula for estimating relia-
bility of a test when doubled yielded a coefficient of reliability for 
the whole test of o88o 
This coefficient is sufficiently high for the test to be used 
with ccmfidenceo 
Order of difficultyg A table (Table VIII) was made of the iteli15 
of the test arranged in order of difficulty of the unlike pairso The 
use of unlike pairs to determine order of difficulty was decided upon 
for the following reasonsz 1) ths unlike pairs were the mor~ diffi-
cult and more valid iteii15; 2) the like pairs followed the same order~ 
and as only two of the four possibl~ combinations of e~ch pair of 
' ·."": 
mrds -was used a.n average Iii-d. not seem to be mea.ningfulo 
The order of difficulty here obt ained was similar to those found 
by Mansur and Haroia.no The same word pairs were found among the most 
difficult in all three studieso The order of difficulty established 
in the present thesis indicates final (n - m), as in cone-comb, to 
b$ the first most difficult paired sound to discriminate, While 
HarQian places (n- m)~ as in gun-gum~ ninth in order of difficultyo 
one might conclude tpat it is impossible to consider a specific 
so-un.Q. :pair to be ad~quately represented by any one particular word 
paiT in ~i~n it mar be presentedo If this is the case; no conclu-
eip~ c~n be drawn concerning the difficulty of discriminating a 
I 
! 
... 
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particular sound pair on the basis of results obtained on a test in 
which the sound pair appears in a particular position in one ~rd 
onlyo 
The only sound pairs which were used in the test in more than 
one word pair were those which appeared in initial and final posi= 
tion in different pairs. These were~ (tS -))!I initial in the 
pair chip~ship !l which was second in order of difficulty, and final 
'in the pair wash=watch, which was eighth; (p - t) final in the pair 
cap=cat1 which was sixth in order of difficulty, and initial in the 
pair tie-pie which was twenty~fifth; and (g- k), final in the pair 
log-lock9 which was ninth- in order of difficulty, and initial in the 
pair coat-goat, which was fifteenth. The findings on the latter two 
agreed with the general~ accepted idea that sounds are discriminated 
. with more difficulty when in the final position than when in the 
initial position; however, as the first 1 (t)- )), reversed this 
order, it is clear that no inference can be drawn from these findingso 
Of the vowel sound pairs added to the test, (3 - A) i n knot-nut 
fell in the position of fifth in order of difficulty9 (ae_- 6.) in 
pan=pen was twelftho (e - I) in pen~pin, from the original t est9 
retained a high position~ being third in order of difficulty; other 
added vowel sounds were well down on the list. The only inference 
that can be drawn is that vowel sounds , as represented qy the word 
pairs in this test 1 are, as a class, discriminated with neither 
more nor less difficulty than consonants; some are difficult, some 
are easyo 
TABLE VIII 
PERCENTAGE OF COORECT RESPONSES TO EACH WOBD PAIR -
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF THE UNLIKE PAIRS 
ITEM ! ITEM 
. --
cone -comb 35'.71 cone = cone 
chip = ship .53.68 ship - ship 
pen~ pin 5'7.83 pin -pin 
vase - face 68.20 face - face 
lmot - nut 73.96 lmot - knot 
cap - cat 79.49 cat - cat 
clown ~ crown 85'.94 . crown - crown 
wash - watch 85'.94 wash = wash 
log - lock 86.17 lock - lock 
mouse - mouth 87.78 mouth - mouth 
rock - lock 88.01 rock - rock 
pan - pen 88.24 pen - pen 
ice - eyes 90.09 eyes - eyes 
goat - boat 91.47 b0at - boat 
coat - goat 91.70 coat - coat 
fish - fist 92io39 fist - fist 
grass - glass 92.85' glass - glass 
cows - couch 92.85' cows - cows 
ring - lfing 93.08 ring - ring 
bowl - bone 93.31 bone - bone 
clock - block 94.47 block - block 
boat - boot 94.70 boat - boat 
pole - b0wl 94.93 pole - pole 
chain - train 94.93 chain - chain 
tie -pie 94.93 tie - tie 
cap - cup 95'.16 cap - cap 
bed - bread 95'.16 bread - bread 
zoo - shoe 95'.62 zoo - zoo 
can- pan 95' .. 85' can - can 
pan - pin 96.54 pan- pan 
stairs - chairs 97.23 stairs - stairs 
coat - cat 97,67 coat ~ coat 
fox - socks 97.67 fox - fox 
pan- fan 97.92 fan- fan 
ties - toes 98.15' toes - toes 
cat - bat 98.61 cat - cat 
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! 
64.05' 
94.00 
69.81 
94.L~7 
89.86 
89.63 
89.63 
94.93 
94.70 
88.94 
95' .. 62 
94.00 
97.92 
97.23 
95'.85' 
93 .. 77 
97.00 
97.23 
98.61 
96.31 
92.62 
97.00 
92.85' 
97.00 
99.07 
97.92 
97.69 
98.38 
96.77 
94 .. 00 
99.07 
98.61 
96.08 
97 .. 00 
97.46 
98.38 
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Validity of test itemsg lnfuile it was assumed from the manner 
of selecting i terns that all i terns except cat- bat wvould have n face-
validity" ~ a measure of the relative validity of the items was 
thought desirable . The percent of correct responses on each item 
was determined for the upper and lower quartiles of the group. 
These values were then used to obtain phi coefficients from Guilford's 
1/ 
chart9 for each item of the testo 
Table IX lists the items in order of decreasing phi coefficient 
of the unlike pairs. A phi coefficient of .17 is significant on the 
oOl level. 
A~ indicated in Table IX, only three of the unlike pairs were 
not valid on at least the .01 level. These were ties-toes, pan- fan, 
and cat-bat. Several of the like pairs were not valid on the .61 
level. 
In general item, validity was proportional to item difficulty; 
however, the order of validity was not identical to the order of 
difficulty . Vase- face, first in order of validity was fourth in 
order of diff iculty; cone- comb, first in order of difficulty wa~ 
fourth in order of validity. Chip- ship and pen- pin were second 
and third in both order s. Knot-nut, fifth in order of difficulty, 
was twelfth in order of validity. No item was very high on one 
· ·~ 
list and very low on the other. The f i f teen lowest items were the 
same items in both orders , although positi ons were not identical at 
this end of the scale either. 
1/ J.P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and 
Education, New York, McGraw- Hill Book Co. , 1942, p. 297. 
TABLE IX 
VALIDITY OF INDIVIDUAL TEST ITEI\~ ~ 
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF DECREASING PHI COEFFICIENT 
OF THE UNLIKE PAIRS 
PHI 
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PHI 
ITEM COEFFICIENT ITEM COEFFICIENT 
--
vase - face .. 66 face - face o26 
chip - ship o61 ship - ship .. 29 
pen - pin . 60 pin- pin Ju 
cone - comb o)h cone - cone .42 
cap - cat o)l cat - cat .. 26 
wash -watch .h9 wash - wash o2) 
clo"Vm ~ crown . 43 crown - crown .. 40 
rock - lock o42 rock - rock .23 
mouse - mouth .. 42 mouth - mouth o40 
ice - eyes ohO eyes - eyes ol6 
pan - pen .. 39 pen - pen .. 20 
knot - nut o39 knot - knot o32 
coat - goat o35 coat - coat .. 23 
log - lock o34 lock - lock .. 26 
grass - glass o32 glass - glass o21 
ring - wing o31 ring - ring .. 10 
goat - boat .. 31 boat - boat .. o5 
bowl - bone o31 bone - bone c.23 
cows - couch oJl cows - cows .. 21 
fish - fist o30 fist - fist ~30 
clock - block .. 30 block - block .29 
cap - cup .29 cap - cap .. 12 
bed -bread .. 28 bread - bread .. 14 
zoo - :!!hoe .28 zoo - zoo .. 12 
pole - bowl .. 28 pole - pole .. 30 
can- pan o26 can - can .. 18 
boat - boot o24 · boat -boat .18 
tie - pie o24· tie - tie .. ·10 
pan- pin o23 pan- pan .. 28 
chain ·- train . 22 chain - chain .. 21 
f ox- socks .21 fox - fox .. 18 
stairs - chairs o21 stairs - stairs .06 
coat - cat .. 18 coat - coat . 12 
ties - toe:!! .16 toes - toes .18 
pan - 'fan .16 fan = fan .. 21 
cat - bat .07 cat - cat .. os 
Note: phi coefficient of .. 17 is significant at . 01 leveL 
Presented 
Pair 
Unlike 
Like 
TABLE X 
TOTAL INCORRECT RESPONSES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO 
CHARACTER OF PRESENTED PAIR AND OF PAIR 
INCORRECTLY INDICATED 
Incorrectly Indicated Pair 
~- .. 
1st Word Self-paired 918 
2nd Word seif-paired 954 Total - 1872 
ijnlike Pair 
Other Like Pair 
596 
352 Total - 948 
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Character of errors~ Table X: indicates that the greatest number 
of errors were errors of like-different judgment. This was true even 
when an alternative error of identification was possible, as in the 
case of presented like pairs when 596 incorrect like-different judg-
ments were made and only 352 incorrect identifications. When the 
only possibility of error was in like-different judgment, as with 
the presented unlike pairs~ little preference was given to one word 
over the other; the 2nd word self-paired being chosen 954 times to 
' ··' . .· . ' .: . 
918 times that the 1st word self- paired was choseno 
The tendency to make errors of like-different judgment and to 
make more errors on unlike pairs, as here indicated, does much to 
~xplain the results of Mansur and Haroian, who fcmnd a greater number 
of incorrect responses falling in positions 1. and 4o of the Mansur 
pict~e sheets, as well as fewer errors on items having a correct 
response in these positions. Pictures in positions 1. and 4o on the 
Mansur test were of like pairs, which were found in the present ex-
periment to be easier, and which also would be more often erroneously 
chosen when an unlike pair was presented - the tendency being to make 
like-different judgment errors. 
TABlE XI 
TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO POSITION 
OF CORRECT RESPONSE AND POSITION OF ELICITED RESPONSES 
(INCORRECT RESPONSES UNDERLINED) 
Posit.ion 
Correct Position Elicited Response 
.51 
Total 
Response 1 2 j Total* Incorrect 
~ 
... 
1 10:;706 633 379 11,718 1,012 
2 37.5 10,194. 281 l.O, 7.50 · 6.56 
3 .507 64.5 7.9.528 8,680 1,1.52 
Total 11,,588 11,472 8:;188 31:;248 
Total Incoro 882 1~278 660 
*In the test, correct response occurred in position 1 - 27 tinies; 
position 2 - 2.5 times; position 3 - 20 timeso 
Pattern of position of responses~ A t able (Table XI) was made 
of the total number of responses arranged according to the position 
of the correct response and the position of the elicited responseso 
Examination of this table seemed to indicate that position noo 2 was 
favored; fewer errors were made when the correct response fell in 
this position; more incorrect responses on items with correct responses 
in position 1 or 3 fell in position no. 2 than in the other incorrect 
position. Detailed examination of the data on individual items, 
.. 
however, revealed that of the first eight most difficult items, only 
two had correct responses in the 2nd position, thus accounting for 
greater total number of errors on items having correct responses in 
the other positions. That these items were valid differentiators 
rules out the possibility that an effect in the reverse direction was 
responsible for the results. Furthermore, of the unlike pairs, on 
•os~on UnJ\ers,ty 
Schooj of E.d.uca.t.1on 
Li trGry 
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which more errors wer e made in general~ only 11 had correct responses 
in position noo 2, while 13 had cor r ect responses in position no. 1; 
and 12 in position noo 3. Of the r elatively easier like pairs, 14 
had correct responses in positi on no. 2; 14 in position no. 1; and 
8 in posi tion no. 3. The trend to respond incorrectly by pointing 
to position no. 2 was not as mar ked as the data in table XI would 
indicate. Two items , chi p-ship and pen- pin, accounted in large 
measure for the imbalance noted i n t able rx· in the elicited responses 
to items having a correct response in pos ition no. 1. There was, 
however, a definite tendency to i ndicate the middle picture when 
an error was made~ On the 27 items having correct responses in 
the 1st position, the tendency to indi cate the middle picture when 
an error was made was exhibited to some degree on 18 items~ Of the 
20 items having correct responses in the 3rd position, this tendency 
was exhibited on only 11 itemso 
It cannot be concluded from the data that an item having a 
correct response in the 2nd position of necessity made such item 
a favored item, although the possibility of guessing it correctly 
may have some slight effect on its validity. 
That, when an error was made, the middle picture was favored, 
has no effect on the fact that the response was incorrecto 
Summary and Conclusions 
Summary: The Mansur Speech Sound Discrimination Test, built in 
19~0, and partially validated by Haroi an in 1951, was revised in ac-
cordance with the recommendations of Mansur and Haroian. The revi-
sion took the for m of eliminating some word pairs, adding other 
different pairs, using fewer of the possible combinations of each 
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pair, and revising the picture sheet t o obtain random positioning 
of the pairs and one less word pair picture. 
The test was administered to 434 first grade children. The 
mean median and mode for the total group was computed and found to 
indicate a positively skewed distribution. Although this is be-
lieved to indicate that the instrument is a poor one for a defini-
tive study of a normal population, it does not decrease its value 
as a diagnostic instrument. 
Results of the test indicated that about 10% of first grade 
children are deficient in Speech Sound Discrimination ability. 
The reliability coefficient of the test was determined by split-
half method and found to be .88. 
An order of difficulty was established Which essentially agreed 
with the order of difficulty of the original Mansur test word pairs. 
However, variations in the sound pair order of difficulty when the 
containing word pairs were changed indicated that no conclusions 
could be drawn as to the order of difficulty of ~ound pairs as such. 
At item analysis was made to determirie ' the validity of individual 
items, the phi coefficient being determined for _each item. It was 
found that only three of the unlike pairs had validities not signifi-
cant at least on the .01 level. 
The character of the errors made was examined and it wae found 
that most errors were made on unlike pairs, and that of the errore 
made on like pairs, errors of like-different judgment were most common. 
The pattern of responses was examined, and it was determined that 
the middle picture tended to be favored. Further examination of the 
data, however, revealed that this had slight influence on the validity 
or reliability of the instrument. 
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Conclusions and limit ations of the instrument: The instrument 
is v-alid and reli able, but subject to some limitations. It does not 
·test on a high enough level of speech sound discrimination to be 
used in a definitive study of the abilities of the normal population. 
When used as diagnostic instrument, the instrument is valuable as an 
indicator of the adequacy of a child's speech sound discrimination 
abilities. However, since it is impossible when simple word pairs 
are used to test each difficult sound in various combinations, 
specific areas of difficulty can probably be better located with an 
instrument employing nonsense syllables. 
A limit on the validity of the instrument in individual use is 
the articulation of the person administering the test. If the tester 
prolongs or emphasizes the sound which differentiates the words of a 
pair, the child's score will be higher than it should be. It was 
noted that while one tester scored almost fifty percent of the 
children tested as making no errors on the test, all other testers 
on the project scored less than five percent of the children tested 
as making no errors, and some scored no children as making no errors. 
CHAPTER VI 
AN ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIPS 
This chapter is concerned with an analysis of the results obtained 
on the various tests. For the purposes of correlation, the Pearson 
Productr..Moment Correlation was used. Analysis of the data was made 
on International Business Machine cards by the Boston University Office 
of Statistical Research. 
Comparison of articulation and reading abilities: This section is 
concerned with the relationship of the Articulation Test to the Detroit 
Word Recognition Test. In determining the relationship between these 
two tests~ 406 cases were compared. Of these, 205 were boys and 201 
were girls. 
The mean for the whole group on the Articulation Test was 43.9 with 
a standard deviation of 4.8. The mean for the boys was 43.4 with a stan-
dard deviation of 5.6. The mean for the girls was 44.5 with a standard 
deviation of 3.7. 
The mean for the whole group on the Detroit Word Recognition Test, 
a silent test of reading achievement, was 11.7 ·with a standard deviation 
of 8.9. The mean for the boys was 10.6 with a standard deviation of 8.7. 
The mean for the girls was 12.8 with a standard deviation of 8.9. 
The norms for the Detroit Word Recognition Test for Grade 1 are as 
follows~ 
Grade 
lB 
lA 
Median Score at · 
Beginning of Term 
3 
10 
55 
Median Score at 
End of Term 
12 
20 
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The coefficient of correlation between the Articulation Test and 
the Detroit Word Recognition Test was .. 10 for the group; .07 for the 
boys and .,12 for the girl:!! o 
Comparison of articulation and speech sound discrimination: This 
section is concerned with the relationship between the Articulation 
Testand the Speech Sound Discrimination Test., In determining the rela~ 
tionship between the two tests, 412 cases were compared. Of these~ 209 
were boys and 203 were girls. 
The mean for the whole group on the Articulation Test was 44.0 with 
a standard deviation of 4 .. 8.. The mean for the boys was 43 .. 4 with a. 
standard deviation of 5.6. The mean for the girls was 44.6 with a stan-
dard deviation of 3.7. 
The mean for the whole group on the Speech Sound Discrimination 
Test was 65.5 with a standard deviation of 6.9. The mean for the boys 
was 65.2 with a standard deviation of 7o0. 'Ihe mean for the girls was 
65.8 with a standard deviation of 6o7o 
The coefficient of correlation between the Articulation Test and 
'· 
the Speech Sound Discrimination Test was •/7 for the group; .21 for the 
boys and .ll for the girll'!lo 
Comparison of articulation and auditory discrimination: This sec= 
tion is concerned with the relationship between the Articulation Test 
and the Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Test (Test 1~ Auditory). In 
determining the relationship between the two tests, 399 cases were com-
pared. Of these, 199 were boys and 200 were girls. 
The mean for the whole group on the Articulation Test wa~ 43.9 with 
a standard deviation of 4 .. 8. The mean for the boys was 43 .. 3 with a 
, standard deviation of 5o 7. The :rman for the girls was 44 .. 5 with a stan-
dard deviation of 3 ., 8. 
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The mean for the whole group on the Murphy~Durrell Reading .Readiness 
Test (Test 1, Auditory) was 57o4 with a standard deviation of 24o7o The 
mean for the boys was 54ol with a standard deviation of 24olo The mean 
for the girls was 60o6 with a standard deviation of 24o9o 
The coefficient of correlation between the Articulation Test and 
the Murphy=Durrell Reading ~eadiness Te~t (Test 1, Auditory) was . /t 
for the group, ' 17 for the boys and ol6 for the girlso 
Comparison of reading and auditory discriminationg This section 
is conce~ed with the relationship between the Detroit Word Recognition 
Test and the Murphy~Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readiness Test (Test 1 9 
Auditory)o In determining the relationship between the two tests, 421 
cases were comparedo Of these 207 were boys and 214 were girlso 
The mean for the whole group on the Detroit Word Reco~ition Test 
was 12ol with a standard deviation of 9o0o The mearn. for th$ boys was 
1L2 with a standard deviation of 8o9o The mean for the girls wa.11 12o9 
with a standard deviation of 9o0o 
The mean for the whole group on the Murphy=Durrell Diagnostic Read= 
ing Readiness Test (Test 1 9 Auditory) was 58 .. 1 with a standard deviation 
of 24o6o The mean for the boys was 54o8 with a standard deviation of 24o 
The mean for the girls was 6lo4 with a standard deviation of 24o5 .. 
The coefficient of correlation between the Detroit Word Recognition 
Test and the Murphy=Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readiness Test (Test 19 
Auditory) was o48 for the group; o47 for the boys and o51 for the girl• .. 
Comparison of speech sound discrimination and auditory discrimina= 
tiom· This section is concerned with the relationship between the 
Speech Sound Discrimination Test and the MUrphy=Durrell Diagnostic 
Reading Readiness Test (Test 1 ~ Auditory)o In determining the relation= 
ship~ 403 cases were compared. Of these, 205 were boys and 199 were 
girls .. 
The mean for the Whole group on the Speech Sound Discrimination 
Test was 65 .. 7 with a standard deviation of 6 .. 7 .. The mean for the boys 
was 65. with a standard deviation of 6 .. 8. The mean for the girls was 
66.,1 with a standard deviation of 6 .. 4 .. 
The mean for the ~ole group on the Murphy=Durrell Diagnost ic 
Reading Readiness Test (Test 1 ~ Audi tor,y) was 57.0 with~ standard 
deviation of 25 .. 3. The mean for t he boys was 54 .. 3 with a standard 
deviation of 24 .. 5. The mean for the girls was 60 .. 2 with a standard 
deviation of 24 .. 9 .. 
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The co~fficient of correlation between the Speech Sound Discrimina-
tion Test and the Murphy=Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readiness Test 
(Test 1, Auditory) was .30 for the group; .. 25 for the boys and .34 for 
the girls. 
Comparison of speech sound discrimination and reading abilities~ 
This section is concerned with the relationship between the Speech Sound 
Discrimination Test and the Detroit Word Recognition Test. In determin-
ing the relationship~ 410 cases were compared. Of these, 207 were boys 
and 203 were girls. 
The mean for the whole group on the Speech Sound Discrimination 
Test was 65 .. 7 ~th a standard deviation of 6.,6 .. The mean for the boys 
was 65 .. 3 with a standard deviation of 6.8. The mean for the girls was 
66 .. 0 with a standard deviation of 6 .. 3 .. 
The mean for the whole group on the Detroit Word Recognition Test 
wa!! 11 .. 8 with a standard deviation of 8 .. 9. The mean for the boys was 
10 .. 8 with a standard deviation of 8 .. 7 .. The mean for the girls was 12o8 
with a standard deviation of 9 .. 0. 
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The coefficient of correlation between the Speech Sound Discrimina-
tion Test and the Detroit Word Recognition Test wa! alB for the group; 
o2l for the boy3 and ol4 for the girlso 
Comparison of IoQo us with articulatory abilities and reading 
abilities~ This section is concerned with those cases having IoQov3 
below 90~ and their performance on the Articulation Test and the 
Detroit Word Recognition Test. This group contained 17 cases o 
The mean for this group on the Articulation Test was 44o28. This 
mean is not different from the mean of 44oO for all children testedo 
Intelligence would not seem to be an important factor in the articula-
tion difficultie~o 
The low I.Q. group had a mean score of 3o7 in the Detroit Word 
Recognition Test. This is considerably lower than the mean of llo7 
for all children tested. Low intelligence appears to be a factor con-
tributing to a lower score in the test of reading abilityo 
Comparison of hearing2 speech sound discrimination and auditory 
di~crimination ~ This section is concerned with the relationship of 
hearing acuityy the Speech Sound Discrimination Test, and the Murphy~ 
Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readiness Test (Test 1, Auditory). In deter= 
mining the relationship 2 those shown to have a hearing loss were separated 
and a new mean and standard deviation were found for this group on the two 
tests mentioned aboveo 
There were 16 hard=of-heari.ng children in the group taking the 
speech Sound Discrimination Testa Of this group, only 3 had sound dis-
crimination scores which were more than one standard deviation from the 
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There were 15 hard=of=hearing children in the group taking the 
!~rphy-Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readiness Test (Test 1, Auditory) . 
Of this group, only 3 had auditory discrimination scores which were 
more than one standard deviation from the mean. Hearing acuity would 
not seem to be a significant factor in speech sound discrimination or 
auditory discrimination for the tests used in this study. 
Interpretation of correlations: The highest correlation, .48 9 
occurred between reading and auditory discrimination. This ·· correla-
1/ 
tion agrees closely with the results of the study by Barry and others. 
The next highest correlationy o30, occurred between~eech sound dis-
crimination and auditory discrimination. All other coefficients of 
correlation were less than .21. The coefficients of correlations for 
the factors of speech and reading, as analyzed by the tests used in 
this study, indicate that little relationship exists between~eaking 
and reading abilities. 
Comparison of poor articulation with other factors: In order tQ 
provide another basis of comparison, the children whose scores were 
in the lowest decile on the Articulation Test were grouped together. 
These children can be considered to have definite articulation diffi-
culties. For this group, new means \~re computed for reading ability~ 
speech sound discrimination, and auditory discrimination. Table XII 
shows the means for those with articulation difficulties compared with 
means for all children tested. 
!/ Barry, et al - op. cit. 
'rABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF TEST SCORES FOR CHilDREN 
WITH POOR ARTICULATION WITH TOTAL GROUP SCORES 
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S. D. 
Test 
Mean 
Lower lO%ile 
Artico Test 
Mean 
Total Group Total Group 
Reading 
Spo Sound Disc,. 
Auditory Disc. 
45.77 
10.56 
62.74 
57.4 
·11.7 
65.5 
24.7 
8.9 
6.9 
Thi~ table 8hows that ch i ldren with articulation difficulties 
obtained mean scores on all test$ which are lower than the mean 
scores for all children testedo The mean score for speech eound 
discrimination is almost one standard deviation.. bel.o.l'( .. the mean score 
for the Whole group. The scores on the other tests are considerably 
less than one standard deviation below the mean.. This analysis sug-
gest.s that a relationship may exist among speech and reading abilities. 
CHAPTER VI I 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Smnmaryg The purpose of this study was to analyze poss ible 
relationships between certain aspects of speech and reading abilit.yo 
Tests of e.rticulation,speech sound discrimination, audi tory dis= 
crimination, and reading ability were administered to approximatel;~r 
425 first grade childr~no Intelligence and hearing tests were also 
administered to determine if a low IoQo or hearing lo~s might influ-
ence the test scoreso The Pearson Product~Moment Coefficient of 
Correlation was computed for each pair of test scores to determine 
the relationship ,between the aspects testedo 
In addition~ the results for the articulation and speech sound 
discrimination tests were analyzed in detail since these tests were 
not standardized. Results of the articulation tests coincided with 
the results of other researcho Statistical analysis of the speech 
sound discrimination test showed that the test is valid and reliableo 
The coefficients of correlation are low for all comparisons ex-
cept reading and auditory discriminationo The relatio~$hip between 
articulation ability and speech sound discrimination9 reading ability 
and auditory discrimination is very lowo However~ when the children 
with poor articulation arc considered separately, they are found to 
be consistently poorer than the whole group in all other aspects 
testedo Th.e greates t difference between t he children with poor arti-
culation and t he whole group is in speech sound discriminationo 
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Low intelligence appears to be a f act or i n contributing to poor 
reading abilit y but not to poor articulat i on . He2.ring loss di d not 
contribute to poorer speech s ound di scrimination or auditory dis-
criminat ion., 
Conclusio~ ~ The results indi cate t hat speaking and readi ng 
abilities 9 as measured by the test.s used in this study 9 aro not 
closely relatedo However, there is an indi cation that a closer 
relationshi p may 6Xist for children with poor articulation. The 
results also indicate that speech sound discrimination should be con-
sidered in any analysis of contribut ory factors to poor articulation., 
The positively skewed distributions of scores for articulation 
and speech sound discrimination may account for the lack of relation= 
ship between speech and reading abilities. It is apparent that the 
majarity of the children had already dev-eloped acceptable articula~ 
tion a.nd speech sound discrimination while they were still in the 
process Qf l earni ng to read. The results indicate the need for f ur= 
ther study o.f the testing of speech skills in young children in order 
to analyze more accurately the relationships between speaking and 
reading abilit ieso 
Limitations ~ 
lo As mentioned above 9 one limitation may be that the ~peech 
and reading skills were tested at two different levels of learningo 
2. The articulation and speech s0nnd discrimination tests 
were not standardizedo 
3o The articulation and speech sound discrimination tests 
may not be sui ted to a statistical study because so many children ob-
tain high scores. 
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Low intelligence appears to be a fac·tor i n contributing to poor 
reading ability but not to poor articulati.on . Hes.ring loss did not 
contribute to poorer speech sound discrimination or auditory dis-
criminat iono 
Conclusio~ ~ The results i ndicate that speaking and reading 
abilities 9 as measured by the tests used in this study9 are not 
closely relateda HoW'ever, there is an indication that a closer 
relationship may exist for children with poor articulation. The 
results also indicate that speech sound discrimination should be con-
sidered in any analysis of contributory factors to poor articulationo 
The positively skewed distributions of scores for articulation 
gnd speech sound discrimination may account for the lack of relation= 
ship between speech and reading abilities. It is apparent that the 
majority of the children had already developed acceptable articula~ 
tion and speech sound discrimination while they were still in the 
process of learning to read. The results indicate the need for fur= 
ther study of the testing of speech skills in young children i n order 
to analyze mor e accurately the relationships between speaking and 
reading abilitieso 
Limitation! ~ 
1. As mentioned above, one limitation may be that the speech 
and reading skills were tested at two different levels of learningo 
2. The articulation and speech s0und discrimination tests 
were not standardizeda 
3o The articulation and speech sound discrimination tests 
may not be suited to a statistical study because 30 many children · ob-
tain high scores. 
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4-. No attempt was made to control the sample o It vras 
selected according to the availability of children for testi..'llg in 
nearby towns. 
5o Administration of the articulation test depends in 
part upon the subjective judgment and sound discrimination ability 
of the testero 
Suggestions for further researchg 
l. Repeat the testing with a kindergarten group, comparing 
articulation scores with the results of a Reading Readiness testo 
2o Test articulation at the beginning of kindergarten, and 
periodical~ throughout the kindergarten and fi~t grade. Compare 
improvement in articulation ability with reading achievement. 
3. Investigate the development of tests of speecn readiness. 
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APPENDIX I 
Name of pupil: 
------~-----------------
Boston University School of Education Speech Clinic 
VOICE AND ARTICULATION TEST CHART - GRADE 1 
Section 1. Estimate of Spontaneous Speech: 
If Voice Difficulty: If Articulation Difficulty: If Stuttering Difficulty: 
Pitch 
Volume 
Rate . 
Quality 
Section 2. 
'carrot 
bookcase 
truck 
_£arage 
ruler 
dishes 
television 
church 
pitcher 
Section J. 
(k) (s) 
( g ) (z) 
(r) = 1(sh) (1) ' i . 
Indistinct ---
Omits sounds 
(ch) 
(j) 
(th) 
Yes 
--------- -- --- ----
Articulation Test (with small pictures): 
toothbrush scarecrow 
feather basket 
clovm 
ball airplane 
seesaw blocks 
zebra stove 
scissors slippers 
shoes spoon 
_j_ack-o-lan:tern 
fire en~ine drum 
Does this child have a speech difficulty severe enough to warrant remedial 
speech attention? 
Yes 
No 
P.PPENDI X II 
Bost on Universit y School of Educa t:.or.. Speech Clinic 
I. Purpose: 
VOI CE AND AF:.';_' ICULATION TEST- I NS'l'Rl.JC";:'IONS - GRLD"E I 
The pur pose of t his t es t i s t o s timula t e spontaneous speech i n order 
t o get an estima~e of the child's speech in actual conversation. 
II. Proc edu:re: 
Using t he activi t y pictur e, ask t he child t he t h r ee CLUest i c.ns. In 
your corlver sation vri t h t he child use normal -volume in yom~ own speech 
t o i nsur e his doing t he same . 
A. Ques t ions: 
l.Point t o t he follm-ring act iviti es in t he pie t ur e and a sk t he 
ques t ion-11Wha t a r e t hey doi ng'? 11 
a) men sawing wood 
b ) boys playing f ootball · 
c ) men burning leaves 
d) men and lady picki ng br anches 
e ) boys .riding bicyc l es 
f ) childr en carrying pumpki ns 
g ) lady getting out of car and lady vror king in gar den 
2 . Do you knovr 1-rhat t ime of year it 1 s ? 
~Tiat do you do i n tqe fall? (Try t o elici t a fevr phr ases of 
conversat i on). 
3. What are s o;ole of t he t hings i n t he pictur e that we haven't t allced 
about ? (T Ty to elici t a few phr ases of conversa tion). 
-III Evaluat ion: 
If vo i ce difficulty is present check whether it is one of Pi t ch , 
Volume ,Hate , or Q mli tY. . 
.If articulat ion difficult y is pr~s ent , check sounds vr4ich are 
omitt ed,dist orted, or for vrhich ot her sounds are subst itut ed • 
If s t utt eri ng is pr esent check i n appr opr iat e space on chart. 
Sect ion 2 . Articulat ion Test (vri t h small pictur es); 
I. Instructions-: 
Ask -- t he· ch.ild ~ .:to · -n.a.me. . the : ~small p.ictur.eS:.TI .Jie___flUls -t o. r ecognize 
a pic.tur e hint...s may .. be .. given,.bu:t do not name it fo r him • 
I! . Evalua t iorp - - .. --- - -- . :'~-
Draw i:i" pencil line· thr ough t he · underlined-so:i.ihds :.oil t hef scor e sheet 
if t he;/-are b:rhitted,dis t or t ed,or if some ot her sounds are 
suhs t i t ut ed f or t hem. 
• • • - • •~ " ' ~'' ~ • . • • • • ; , , • ' ' ., ,., , J • •• I • ' ' • •·•" • < ~ • ' · • •• • o • • ,• ' ' •' o •· > " • · • • • • • r • • • • •<" · • • • ~'' • • • • •- • ·• • ' ' 
-- ·- ~- ~- - ·· ····~--- ~- - - •· --- - - -- -- . 
- -----·----- ---·-- -------------------- --------- ---
Section .2_. Plea se i ndica t e the s everity of t he speech difficulty in the. appropria te 
~nA_r,e on chart . 
APPENDIX III 
• ~
APPENDIX V 
Instructions fo r .Adrn:ihisterins 
The B.U. Speech Sound Biscrimination Picture Test 
l. The examiner is seated beside ·the child . 
2. Piace·-the · picture sheets iJ:l numbered sequence, face up in a pile in front of 
the child. 
J. Go thro11gb all the sheets and name the pictured objects which the child does 
not recognize. 
4. Use pic t ure No. 1· (cat-bat ) fo i' ·familiarization instruction as follows: 
11 We are going t o play a game· with t hese pictures. Each page has· 
three pic t ures· on it like this·• On this one there· is- a picture of a 
cat and a bat, a bat and a bat, and ·· a · cat and a cat . When I say two 
words, you point to the -right picture. If' I' should Say 1 cat-bat 1 ,you 
would point to t his one. :Vlhich one · wou.ld you point to · if I said 
'bat-bat'? Nm.r :tisten carefully, because I am onl;y going t o sa:? i t 
once. Point to 1 cat-cat r rt 
5. rr· the correct respons-es are rnade, and you are· sure · t.he child understands 
the procedu re; proceed ·With the· test . · For· each · sheet ,.Say ei thet , "Point 
to '--·· -_-_· _.' • Read· t he pa irs as listed· on t h-8 score sh·eet. Go through 
the sei~ies of· picture sheets twice, the fir's t time us ing the pairs lis t ed 
in column I, and the s econd· time using ·the · pairs li .sted ··in column II. 
6 . Beside each pair on the· score - sheet are two· of the numbe: r s,l, 2 ·, 3, and the 
lette:r "Rrt . . These: c orre&pond to the posi t ion of the pictures from left t o 
right on the pictu:re sheets~ The position 'of the corr-ect ' picture is 
de signa ted by "R" . To · score, check· t he symbol in the same 1~e1a ti v e posit ion 
e.s · t he pic tu.re ·· t o which the child. points·. Thus if the child points t o the 
correct · t.:: ictuj~e, you will che'ck the letter "R". ·.If .he points to the w:rong 
picture,you Hill check the number which indicates i t s position on the 
pictu:re sheet. 
?. There is no time limit on the test.. 
